Abstract-We consider a symbol-synchronous code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system that is equipped with a multiuser decision-feedback receiver and for which power control is available. The users are each assigned a quality-of-service (QoS) threshold to be guaranteed by the system, and to cover scenarios for which there are multiple classes of users, these are not required to be equal to each other. For an ideal decision-feedback receiver, it is known that with enough power the system can always meet the users' QoS thresholds, so we instead minimize the sum of the users' received powers over system designs (i.e., signature sequences, power-control policy, and decision-feedback receiver) which guarantee the QoS requirements. It is found that the optimal design produces two classes of users, those whose sequences and powers satisfy with equality the generalized Welch bound inequality and those oversized users that are mutually orthogonal to each other and the rest of the users. In terms of power and bandwidth savings, the optimal sequences for the decision-feedback receiver are found to compare very favorably to optimal designs for linear receivers and to random sequences for the decision-feedback receiver.
Similarly, Parsavand and Varanasi [2] derived capacity (and also asymptotic-efficiency) maximizing signature waveforms for unequal user powers and a fixed root-mean-squared (RMS) bandwidth. The Rupf and Massey result in [1] was generalized by Viswanath and Anantharam [3] to the situation where the user powers are not required to be equal to each other.
Another metric that has received considerable attention is that of guaranteeing some quality-of-service (QoS) threshold, usually expressed as a required signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), for each user in the system. For the synchronous CDMA channel with fixed received powers for the users, bandwidth-efficient multiple-access (BEMA) schemes assume a multiuser decisionfeedback receiver and then seek signal designs that minimize the required bandwidth (cf. Varanasi and Guess [4] for strict bandwidth or processing gain, and Guess and Varanasi [5] for RMS bandwidth) while providing for each user his or her required QoS. With the additional flexibility of power control, there is also the option of jointly designing both a signal set and a power-control policy. For a multiuser linear receiver and a fixed processing gain, Viswanath, Anantharam, and Tse [6] derive such optimal designs that minimize the required total power (i.e., the sum of the users' received powers) subject to all users meeting their QoS thresholds. (See also Ulukus and Yates [7] for an iterative and distributive algorithm that converges to these sequences.) Related work of Müller [8] employs randomly chosen sequences in conjunction with optimal power control to minimize the required total power subject to the users' QoS constraints when a decision-feedback receiver is used. Finally, iterative and distributive algorithms for optimal signal design under a common QoS and a multiuser linear receiver are explored by Ulukus and Yates [9] when there is a lack of symbol synchronism.
In this paper, we consider a mobile-to-base, -user synchronous CDMA channel with available power control. The users are assigned QoS (SIR) thresholds that are to be met with a multiuser decision-feedback receiver. The SIR constraints are not required to be equal, so that multiple classes of users can be supported. For a given processing gain , which is less than or equal to , we optimally and jointly design the users' signature sequences and a corresponding power-control policy such that the total received power is minimized. Or from another viewpoint, given the total received power, we derive optimal sequences and a power-control policy such that the required processing gain is minimized subject to the QoS constraints.
The results in this paper can also be viewed within the contexts of two previously mentioned approaches from the literature. First, it is seen to solve the problem addressed in [6] , but with a nonlinear decision-feedback receiver replacing the linear receiver. Comparisons will illustrate that there are significant benefits in stepping beyond the restriction of receiver linearity. As a case in point, there are scenarios for which a linear receiver cannot meet the QoS constraints under the prescribed processing gain, no matter what set of signature sequences is used and no matter how much power is made available. Such scenarios are termed inadmissible. Replacing the linear receiver with a decision-feedback receiver, however, removes the possibility of inadmissible scenarios. That is, with enough power, the QoS constraints can always be met, no matter the processing gain. A second approach makes use of the nonlinear decision-feedback receiver to meet the users' QoS constraints for a given processing gain, but it does so with randomly chosen sequences (as opposed to designing them) and optimal power control [8] . It is found that incorporating optimal signal design over random sequences yields significant resource savings.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. Section II discusses the synchronous CDMA channel and the decision-feedback receiver structure. Section III states the problem of jointly designing a power-control policy and the users' signature sequences. After establishing some mathematical preliminaries in Section IV, the problem is solved in Section V and explored more thoroughly in Section VI. Section VII contains comparisons to existing designs. And finally, Section VIII makes some concluding observations.
II. THE SYSTEM

A. The Channel
There are users employing pulse-amplitude modulation to transmit the real-valued digital information symbols using assigned unit-energy signature waveforms . The superposition of their transmitted waveforms arrives at the base-station receiver in symbol synchronism, and there it is corrupted by thermal additive white Gaussian noise with a two-sided power spectral height of . The impinging signal is thus represented by (1) For our setup, performance is characterized by the users' received powers and the noise power only through the users' received signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), the th of which is denoted by . Without loss of generality, then, we assume the system is normalized with so that represents both the received power and the received SNR of the th user. These are used to form the diagonal power matrix . Now let represent any orthonormal basis of the set of signature waveforms, where, of course, . This allows us to equivalently represent each signature waveform as a length-sequence according to
with the real-valued signature sequence of user given by , where the superscript denotes matrix transposition. Thus, can be interpreted as the processing gain, or the number of degrees of freedom, of the CDMA system. Observe that the signature sequences have unit energy, , but otherwise they are unrestricted (e.g., it is not required that ). Without loss of generality, we assume the receiver front-end consists of a bank of filters matched to the users' signature waveforms, and that these outputs are sampled to yield the equivalent discrete-time channel model (3) In this equation, the signal matrix is given by , is a length-column vector whose th element is , and denotes a zero-mean Gaussian vector with covariance
. is the correlation matrix of the users, and it is , positive semidefinite with rank , and has diagonal elements that are each unity. For any correlation matrix with rank , one can easily construct a corresponding set signature sequences with processing gain ; simply let where are the nonzero eigenvalues of and is the eigenvector corresponding to . This observation facilitates our development, for we shall find that the users' achievable QoS quantities depend on the powers and sequences only through the weighted correlation matrix . Thus, we shall focus on optimally designing this matrix, knowing that once we do so we can find a corresponding set of signature sequences.
B. The Receiver
The multiuser receiver is constrained to be from among the class of decision-feedback receivers depicted in Fig. 1 [10] , [11] . The users are detected in succession, and as symbol decisions become available they are used to assist in deciding the symbols of those users not yet detected. This structure is chosen since it essentially retains the low complexity associated with linear multiuser receivers, but has the potential of improved performance because it possesses nonlinear processing and contains the linear receiver as a special case.
The receiver is parameterized by the pair of matrices . Both the feedforward matrix and the feedback matrix are of dimensions , while the latter is also constrained to be strictly lower triangular (i.e., it is nonzero only below the main diagonal). Let represent the th row of the feedforward matrix, then the th user is detected by slicing where indicates the symbol decisions of the users that have already been detected. In the sequel, we shall assume that the symbol decisions are always correct (i.e., ) so that the feedback is perfect. There is still no firm analysis of feedback errors in decision-feedback receivers in general scenarios, but it is known that the perfect-feedback assumption can be justified in a coded system [12] , and even in uncoded systems the effects of error propagation can for the most part be mitigated, at least asymptotically in the received SNRs, when the users are detected in decreasing order of SIR [11] . Now the SIR of the th user is defined to be the ratio of the effective received power of the th user after linear processing, to the sum of the powers of the filtered noise and the multipleaccess interference (4) No matter the choice of , under the perfect-feedback assumption the best one can do as far as maximizing SIR is to let equal the strictly lower-triangular part of . Since SIR is the QoS measure in which we are interested, we will choose the decision-feedback receiver that simultaneously maximizes the users' SIRs, at least for a given detection order [13] . Let us assume for ease of discussion that the users are indexed according to the order in which they are detected. The SIR-maximizing receiver can be analytically represented using the unique Cholesky decomposition , where is lower triangular with diagonal elements that are unity, and is a diagonal matrix. Namely, we have that and is the strictly lower-triangular part of . The users' SIR values are easily determined by the diagonal entries of to be
For convenience, we refer to the diagonal elements of as the Cholesky values of . As a point of connection to the linear receiver structure, we can also consider the case when is set equal to the zero matrix. The decision statistic for the th user then becomes , where is chosen to maximize the th user's SIR. The feedforward matrix is given by [14] , and the resulting SIR for user is (6) III. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT In this section, we state the joint signal-design and powercontrol problem and then reformulate it in terms that suggest a means of finding its solution.
For a given processing gain , less than or equal to the number of users , we want to minimize the total received power over all sets of signature sequences (or we can equivalently work with ) and user power assignments such that a decision-feedback receiver provides for all users their prespecified SIR constraints. To express this mathematically, let be the users' SIR constraints and define the matrix (7) whose eigenvalues and Cholesky values are and , respectively. Hence, the problem to be solved is (8) where it is implicitly understood that is a diagonal matrix and is symmetric with unity-valued diagonal elements. The relational notations and are used to indicate positivedefinite and positive-semidefinite matrices, respectively. This problem statement can be simplified somewhat. Observe first that the objective function can be re-expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of . This follows since the trace of is equal to the trace of plus . Moreover, exactly of 's eigenvalues are equal to one, with the remaining eigenvalues strictly greater than one. Thus, we have that . So the problem can be re-expressed as (9) It is clear, then, that to solve this problem we need a direct connection between the eigenvalues of and its Cholesky values. The former determine processing gain and the total received power, while the latter determine the achievable SIRs of the users.
IV. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EIGENVALUES AND CHOLESKY VALUES
In order to solve the joint signal-design and power-control problem, it is necessary to find a connection between the Cholesky values and eigenvalues of positive-definite matrices. The appropriate vehicle turns out to be an example of majorization, which we now define in two senses, both of which we shall have occasion to employ. for all , and with equality when . Consider now an arbitrary positive-definite matrix . It is well known that such a matrix possesses a spectral decomposition of the form where is a unitary matrix and is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of (the superscript denotes the Hermitian transpose). But also has another common diagonalization known as the Cholesky factorization. It is given by , where is a lower-triangular matrix with unity-valued diagonal elements and is a diagonal matrix. We represent the Cholesky values by and the eigenvalues by . Furthermore, in the presentation to follow there is no loss in generality in assuming that . The following lemma can be found in [15] .
Lemma 1:
The eigenvalues , and Cholesky values , of a positive-definite matrix satisfy . Proof: See [15] (or [16] ) for a proof based on the theory of compound matrices, or Appendix A, where we give a straightforward alternative based of the interlacing-eigenvalue theorem.
The converse of this lemma also holds. That is, given two length-sequences, one of which majorizes the other, there exists a corresponding positive-definite matrix whose eigenvalues and Cholesky values are given by these sequences. This was shown in [17] , and an alternate proof due to Mirsky is outlined in [16] . The latter approach is of interest since it lends itself more easily to construction of the matrix. We now generalize this approach to cover arbitrary orderings of the desired Cholesky values and to make the construction explicit. Toward this end, consider the following majorization lemma. 
. Proof: This lemma may be recognized to be a generalization of a lemma due to Mirsky which is stated and proved in [16] (see also [18, Lemma 4.3 .28]) in that it allows for any element of to be removed, not just the last or first element. A proof is provided in Appendix B, which, unlike previously published proofs of the special case, is constructive and, therefore, provides an explicit algorithm for generating the desired sequence.
With little difficulty we can now prove the following converse to Lemma 1.
Lemma 3:
Given -length positive-valued sequences and such that , let denote a desired permutation of the elements in . Then, there exists a real-valued positive-definite matrix whose eigenvalues and Cholesky values are those elements of and , respectively. Moreover, if the Cholesky factorization of is given by , then we have that . Proof: Assume that and without any loss in generality. The lemma is obviously true for . For an inductive proof, then, we suppose the lemma statement is true for sequences of length , and then show that this implies its veracity for sequences of length .
Let , the first index of our desired ordering of the Cholesky values. Then, by Lemma 2, we know that there exists a length sequence such that i) (10) ii) ( 
11)
The induction hypothesis implies there exists an matrix with spectral decomposition and Cholesky decomposition , where
Use this to create an bordered matrix (12) where and are chosen such that the eigenvalues of are , which is always possible by the converse to the interlacing-eigenvalue theorem [18] . Then create (13) To see that satisfies the lemma requirements, first note that it is an orthonormal transformation of , so it has the same eigenvalues as . Secondly, observe that has the Cholesky factorization (14) Thus, the Cholesky values of are But since , we see that must be true. Therefore, the constructed has the desired eigenvalues and Cholesky values.
Together Lemmas 1 and 3 provide the inroads necessary for solving the joint signal-design and power-control problem proposed in Section III, for they show that majorization in the product sense is the precise relationship between the eigenvalues and Cholesky values of a positive-definite matrix. It is insightful to recall that majorization (in the summation sense) also provides a precise relationship for Hermitian-symmetric matrices. The eigenvalues always majorize the diagonal elements of matrices from this class. Conversely, given that , then there exists a Hermitian-symmetric matrix with eigenvalues and diagonal elements [18] . This is seen to give more details concerning the equality of the trace of a matrix and the sum of its eigenvalues, while Lemmas 1 and 3 provide more details concerning the equality of the determinant of the matrix and the product of its eigenvalues. It is in the former sense that majorization has been the catalyst to other signal designs such as the maximization of sum capacity [2] , [3] and joint signal-design and power-control for linear receivers subject to SIR constraints [6] . More observations along these lines will be made in Section VIII.
V. THE SOLUTION TO THE JOINT SIGNAL-DESIGN AND POWER-CONTROL PROBLEM
In this section, we prove the following solution to the powerminimization problem stated in Section III.
Theorem 1: Consider a -user synchronous CDMA channel with processing gain and a decision-feedback receiver that detects the users in order of their indexes. The prespecified QoS constraint of the th user is . The minimum required total received power, over all joint signal-designs and power-control policies which meet the QoS constraints, is given by (15) In this equation, is the smallest value such that
Proof: For any power-control policy and signal-design such that the SIR-maximizing decision-feedback receiver just meets the desired QoS constraints, we have, by Lemma The first of these constraints is subsumed by the very first constraint, and the last are subsumed by the very last constraint. Thus, we equivalently consider (16) Let us first discuss the case where . By the inequality relating the arithmetic and geometric means we know that with equality only when all of the terms are equal. Since we have for this situation that the received SNR is minimized by letting
The resulting required total power is . Now consider the second possibility, namely, when . Momentarily, we shall show that for this situation one can do no better than to make the assignment , thereby leaving us to consider what is effectively a -user version of the design problem. Similar reasoning to that employed for the size problem shows that must me satisfied. If is the maximum, then we make the assignments otherwise, we can do no better than to let . This latter case then yields a problem of size . We proceed in this way until we first reach such that (It is clear that such an exists since with this becomes , which is trivially true.) Then we have that for all and for all . To finish to proof, we must show that at each step the best thing to do, as far as minimizing the total power, is to make as small as possible. For example, in the situation where in (16) , what happens if we assign ? Note that such an assignment allows the other 's to be reduced, perhaps yielding a lesser overall sum. However, this is never the case because of the following result. Namely, (17) is a nondecreasing function as long as , which is always true whenever . This implies that if we increase while simultaneously reducing in such a manner that remains constant, this can only increase the sum
. The same argument also shows that increasing and reducing any of through , such that they are still ordered and have the same product, will have the net effect of increasing their sum. For example, is also increasing in over the region of interest. So, absorbing the increase in by reducing and will increase the required power. Therefore, working from to , the best that can be done is to minimize at each step.
An important special case is covered by the following corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1:
When all users in a system with processing gain are assigned the same QoS constraint , then the total required power is (18) This result implies that the achievable common SIR as a function of average received power is given as . Hence, given the ratio , the achievable SIR grows as . Not unexpectedly, the larger , the less the attainable SIR is benefited by increasing the power.
To move from the set of eigenvalues yielded in the proof of Theorem 1 to a signature-sequence set and a power-control policy, we must find a symmetric matrix that possesses these eigenvalues as well as the desired Cholesky values. This is accomplished via the constructive proof of Lemma 3. To determine the corresponding power-control policy, we simply evaluate (19) Then, any symmetric decomposition of into , where is an matrix, yields a valid set of signature sequences. Let us now consider a four-user example. Suppose that the SIR requirements are and . From Theorem 1, we calculate that the required total power for is , respectively. Let us explore the case more closely. The matrix generated by the algorithms is (20) so that the users' powers are , , , and . The correlation matrix is (21) from which we may obtain (22) as a valid set of sequences.
In the next section, we explore in more detail some of the less salient ramifications of Theorem 1.
VI. FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE OPTIMAL SIGNAL DESIGN
Thus far, we know how to find a set of signature sequences and a power-control policy that minimizes the sum of the users' received powers. Let us now discuss some of the important aspects that underly this result.
A. Detection Order
As mentioned in Section II-B, for the perfect-feedback assumption to be (approximately) valid, we need either a coded system or system in which the users are detected in decreasing order of SIR. It is important to note then, that while the optimally designed sequences and power-control policy change with the order in which the users are detected, from Theorem 1 we see that the minimum required power does not. Thus, as far as required power, there is no loss in prescribing that the users be detected in decreasing order of SIR.
B. Admissibility
An immediate impact of Theorem 1 is that there always exists some power distribution such that all users can meet their QoS requirements, and this is true for any processing gain. This is a direct consequence of the receiver nonlinearity in the sense that detected users are completely expurgated from the system by means of feedback. In fact, under the perfect-feedback assumption this is true no matter the choice of signature sequences, while for optimally designed sequences, the total power is minimized. This stands in stark contrast to optimal designs for linear receivers, for which the users may not be admissible at some processing gains, even if the available power is unbounded [6] . In fact, whenever the QoS constraints, as represented by , are such that , then no matter how much receive power is available, it is impossible to find a set of sequences and a power-control policy such that all of the users meet the constraints. It is this relationship that leads the authors of [6] to call the effective bandwidth of the th user. This concept does not carry over to the case of a decision-feedback receiver since there are never inadmissible scenarios when the power is not bounded. Note also that the inadmissibility relationship for the linear receiver reduces to when there is but a single class of user. From this it is clear that for a large SIR requirement, the users will be admissible only when is equal, or nearly equal, to .
C. Oversized Users
In the statement of Theorem 1 there is a key parameter which is defined to be the smallest value in such that
. In keeping with the terminology coined in [6] for the sequence-design problem with a linear receiver, we shall refer to as oversized those users whose QoS thresholds are given by through . From the proof of Theorem 1 we find that each oversized user produces an eigenvalue that is equal to . And from the proof of Lemma 3, we can show that the signature sequence of such a user is orthogonal to all other users.
Intuitively, we can view the oversized users as those whose SIR requirements are disproportionately large relative to the other users' SIR requirements. Thus, power is minimized by effectively giving them single-user channels that do not interfere with the remaining users. Their contribution to the received power is thus . It is among the nonoversized users, however, that the real power savings is effected, since their contribution to the received power is governed by a geometric mean . It is straightforward to verify that there will be no oversized users whenever there are at least users in the strongest QoS class (i.e., ), whence, it follows that for the important special case of all users having the same QoS constraint, there are no oversized users.
D. Welch Bound Equality Sequences
For the moment, consider optimal sequence design and power control under the assumption of a linear receiver. For the case when all users have the same QoS requirement, it was shown in [19] that the signature sequences satisfy the Welch bound equality (WBE) of [20] . Such sequences are thus termed WBE sequences. For the case of multiple classes of users, the resulting optimal sequences for nonoversized users 1 in admissible scenarios were shown by the authors of [6] to satisfy two constraints that are similar to the WBE. Specifically, the sequence matrix and the power-control policy are such that each of the diagonal entries of is unity and with They call such sequences generalized WBE sequences, and the reader may verify that a straightforward extension of the proof of the Welch bound in [19] shows that generalized WBE sequences minimize a weighted sum of squared correlations. For the case of the decision-feedback receiver under consideration in this paper, it can be verified that the optimal sequences and powers of nonoversized users as derived in Section V also turn out to be generalized WBE sequences. Indeed, the proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.
Lemma 4:
For any optimal and from Theorem 1 (we are again assuming there are no oversized users as per Footnote 1), the following are true,
i) The diagonal elements of are never different from unity. ii)
, where
There are two key differences when assessing the commonality of generalized WBE sequences for both the linear and decision-feedback cases. While in both instances the constant , we have seen that its value in terms of the QoS thresholds is quite different. We have already discussed admissibility, and in terms of this constant, admissibility occurs only if . Obviously, this will always be the case for the decision-feedback receiver, but may not be true for the linear receiver. The second difference has to do with actually finding and . For the linear receiver, explicit formulas exist for determining the optimal power-control policy in terms of the users' QoS constraints [6] . With this and the desired eigenvalues, which also depend simply on the QoS constraints, a matrix is found whose diagonal is equal to and whose eigenvalues are those desired. For the decision-feedback receiver, however, we cannot implement such a construction scheme. First of all, we do not have explicit formulas for the users' powers (in fact, we shall find in Section VI-F that they are not unique). Moreover, even if we did know the users' powers, we must be mindful also of the fact that the users are successively detected. That is, we must guarantee that the eigenvalues majorize the desired Cholesky values. These issues preclude us from finding the desired sequences using the algorithm discussed in [6] (and described in detail in [3] ). Said another way, there exist many matrices whose diagonals equal and whose eigenvalues are those desired, but not all of these will also have the desired Cholesky values.
E. Suboptimality of the Matched-Filter Decision-Feedback Receiver
An optimal design of sequences and powers for the linear receiver possess an interesting property. For such designs, the SIR-maximizing linear receiver is simply a matched-filter receiver [6] . This means that in Fig. 1 the feedback matrix (i.e., to make it a linear receiver) and the optimal feedforward matrix is since as given in (3) is the matched-filter output.
The same is not true when the linear receiver is replaced by a decision-feedback receiver. In this situation, a matched-filter receiver is, in general, guaranteed to be optimal for the th user (i.e., is the th Euclidean vector) only if it is an oversized user (since such users are orthogonal to all other users), the first of the nonoversized users to be detected (by the same reasoning used in [6] ), or the last of the nonoversized users to be detected (since there is no remaining interference from the other users).
F. Power Distribution
In general, the class of signal sets and powers that minimize the received power is infinite. For example, premultiplying a valid signal matrix by any orthonormal matrix yields another valid signal matrix since the correlation matrix remains unchanged. So, as mentioned in [6] for the linear receiver, other criteria such as peak power or sequences confined to finite alphabets may be considered when factoring to find the signal matrix.
One byproduct of the designs for linear receivers in [6] is that the power distribution is the same for all optimal solutions . That is, for any valid , the distribution of powers in the corresponding is fixed. In contrast, for the decision-feedback receiver, there is also flexibility in the power distribution. Of course, all optimal solutions have the same trace of , but the actual entries in can be different. We illustrate this in the following example.
Suppose that in a system with two degrees of freedom we have four users from a single class with QoS represented by . From Theorem 1, we find that the optimal solution has a total received power of , and from the proof of this same theorem we see that the eigenvalues of the matrix will be , while we know that its Cholesky values are . An matrix that satisfies these optimality conditions is found by engaging the proof of Lemma 3. This requires a threefold use of Lemma 2, which gives the following eigenvalues and Cholesky values for the principle submatrices of interest: 2 
Eigenvalues
Cholesky Values (23) where . Note that only for do we have any flexibility in finding the subsequence guaranteed to exist in Lemma 2. Note further that the algorithm for generating the subsequence in the proof of this lemma will choose , but here we have need of other valid subsequences. As a function , the resulting diagonal elements of are , , , and . So the required power is, in fact, , but the distributions of the second and third users can be varied.
While this example has shown there exists some freedom in assigning powers, characterizing the set of all possible distributions for general situations appears to be problematic.
G. More on the Construction of Optimal Sequences
As was shown in Section V, optimal sequences are found by first creating a positive-definite matrix with the appropriate eigenvalues and Cholesky values. The constructive proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 provide the means of creating such matrices for any valid set of eigenvalues and Cholesky values (i.e., the eigenvalues majorize the Cholesky values in the product sense). But given that iterative rotation algorithms have been developed to generate a positive-definite matrix with desired eigenvalues and diagonal values [2] , [3] , it is of interest to determine whether or not a similar algorithm might be used here.
Such an algorithm does exist, and is given in Appendix C. It consists of iterations, with each iteration finding (at most) a single two-dimensional rotation matrix. The product of the rotation matrices yields an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of the desired matrix. There are, though, a couple caveats associated with the algorithm; it is guaranteed to work only when all of the desired eigenvalues are either or unity. This is of little consequence for our purposes 2 We use the notation A A A to denote the submatrix of A A A formed by the rows ; + 1; ...; and columns ; + 1; ...; .
since the eigenvalues of the optimal matrix do satisfy this condition, but it does mean that for more general situations, the rotation algorithm does not supplant the algorithms contained in the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3. One last point is that the rotation algorithm cannot be used to modify the resulting power distribution as we did in Section VI-F.
VII. COMPARING THE OPTIMAL DESIGN TO OTHER APPROACHES
In this section, we illustrate the results of the joint signal-design and power-control problem by comparing them with two existing approaches. The first of these we have already spoken of in some detail, namely, the joint signal-design and powercontrol problem with a linear receiver. The second incorporates an SIR-maximizing decision-feedback receiver and power control, but the user sequences are chosen randomly. We briefly discuss these methods in the next two subsections, and follow them with comparative examples.
A. Optimal Sequence Design and Power Control for Linear Receivers
This approach of Viswanath, Anantharam, and Tse is found in [6] , and as previously mentioned, it differs from the considerations of this paper primarily in that the receiver is linear (i.e., no decision feedback).
Representing the users' QoS requirements by , the users are admissible under processing gain if and only if (cf. [6, Theorem 5.1]). When the users are admissible, the required total received SNR (which is power since we have normalized the noise variance to be unity) is given by ([6, Lemma 5.1] with some algebraic manipulation) (24) where is the smallest value such that
When for all users, this becomes Note, then, that as a function of average received power , the achievable SIR is bounded from above by (26) with . So as the average power gets large, the achievable SIR begins to look like .
B. Random Sequences and a Decision-Feedback Receiver
There has been considerable interest in the performance of CDMA systems when the users' signature sequences are chosen randomly. Of particular interest here is the work of Tse and Hanly [21] . By fixing the ratio of the number of users to processing gain while letting the number of users go to infinity, the average of the users' received powers is minimized by the authors over all power-control policies that allow the users to meet prespecified SIR thresholds. This result is extended by Müller [8] from the SIR-maximizing linear receiver to the SIR-maximizing decision-feedback receiver. The relationship between the received powers of the users and their SIR constraints is (27) As pointed out in [8] , (27) does not yield an analytical expression for the limiting distribution of received powers, but it does allow a recursive numerical approximation of this distribution.
C. The Advantage of Nonlinearity in the Receiver
We first consider a system with a single class of users in which the ratio is fixed. We determine the maximum common SIR that is attainable by every user in the system as a function of the average received power. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for both the decision-feedback receiver and the linear receiver in accordance with Corollary 1 and (26), respectively. When , there are users and degrees of freedom, and so the optimal design for both the linear and decision-feedback receivers consists of orthogonal sequences and each user's power equal to the average power. It is when increases, even slightly, that the difference in performances between the linear and decision-feedback receivers becomes obvious. This follows since for the nonlinear receiver, the attainable SIR increases exponentially with received power, whereas for the linear receiver there is a finite bound on SIR.
For our second example we consider a 30-user CDMA system in which there are three classes of users. The strongest class has an SIR requirement that is 5 dB greater than the middle class, and the weakest class has an SIR requirement that is 4 dB less than the middle class. We assume that there are 10 users in each class, and in Fig. 3 we plot the total required power necessary to meet the QoS restrictions for optimal designs for the linear and decision-feedback receivers. Observe that as the relative SIR requirements are increased, the linear receiver requires a very large processing gain (i.e., nearly equal to the number of users) in order for the users to be admissible. In contrast, the users are always admissible for a decision-feedback receiver. Even in scenarios where the linear receiver is forced to employ orthogonal signaling (i.e., ), slight increases in power allow the system with a nonlinear receiver to reduce the processing gain significantly. In Fig. 3 , it is gleaned from observation of the topmost curves that a 3-dB increase in the total power allows the processing gain of the decision-feedback case to be reduced from to , while 5-and 8-dB increases enable reductions in the processing gain down to and , respectively.
In scenarios where the SIR requirements are not so stringent, the admissibility region for the linear receiver system enlarges significantly. But even here the nonlinear receiver does a better job conserving processing gain. 
D. The Advantage of Signal Design
In this subsection, we assume a decision-feedback receiver, and then compare optimal signal design and power control to random sequences and optimal power control. This will allow us to highlight that there are indeed gains to be had in employing signal design in addition to power control. This is not surprising, of course, since there are also gains in using optimal sequences over random sequences in systems with linear receivers [6] .
Consider Fig. 4 . Every user in a CDMA system, whose number of users is infinite, is assigned the same QoS threshold.
As a function of , we plot the average received power that is required to meet this threshold for every user. It is clear that significantly less power is needed for the system with optimal sequences to achieve the QoS than for the system with random sequences. For a given , the power savings increases with the SIR constraint. For example, at random sequences end up requiring approximately 1.2, 1.4, 1.9, and 2.7 times as much power as optimal sequences when the SIR is, respectively, 0, 5, 10, and 15 dB. If, however, we fix the SIR and let increase toward infinity, then the ratio of the power for random sequences to that for optimal sequences will tend toward unity since the system is tending toward a single degree of freedom.
VIII. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION
We have considered the symbol-synchronous CDMA channel in which the users are each assigned a QoS threshold that must be guaranteed by the system. These QoS values are expressed as SIRs, and in general they need not be equal. Given that a nonlinear decision-feedback receiver is employed, we have shown how to jointly design a signature-sequence set and a power-control policy that minimizes the total received power necessary to meet the QoS constraints for a given processing gain. The advantage of the multiuser decision-feedback receiver structure as compared to a multiuser linear receiver was seen in its ability to significantly conserve power and bandwidth. Similarly, the use of joint signal design and power control versus random signal design and power control also exhibited substantial resource savings.
To conclude, we make an observation concerning the role of majorization as it comes to bear in three seemingly distinct signal design problems. The first problem is capacity maximization for fixed received powers and processing gain that was solved by Viswanath and Anantharam [3] . The second is total power minimization with a multiuser linear receiver for fixed QoS requirements and processing gain that was solved by Viswanath, Anantharam, and Tse [6] . And the final problem is that solved in this paper, total power minimization with a multiuser decision-feedback receiver for fixed QoS requirements and processing gain. As we found in Section V, the latter of these was solved using two key relationships. These are highlighted in the "Dec. Feedback" column of Table I . The users' SIR constraints, which are represented as where , are fixed. Since these are Cholesky values of the matrix , we know that their product equals the product of the eigenvalues of , whence their geometric mean too is fixed. Our design variables are the users' powers and their signature sequences . Over these we minimized the total received power, which is equivalent to minimizing times the difference of the arithmetic mean of and unity. The solution involves majorization in the product sense as eigenvalues majorize Cholesky values, and the fact that the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues is bounded from below by their geometric mean, which incidentally is fixed. Now, for power minimization with the multiuser linear receiver we have a similar set of relationships. With reference to the "Linear" column of Table I , we note that if the QoS constraints are fixed, then so is their harmonic mean. We may also observe that the inverse of the th user's QoS (as given by ), is also that user's (normalized) mean-squared error (MSE) when a minimum-MSE (MMSE) receiver is employed. These can be evaluated as the diagonal elements of . But we know that in the summation sense the eigenvalues of (which, of course, are the inverses of the eigenvalues of and which we represent by ) majorize the diagonal elements of , which we denote by . Argumentation similar to that used to prove Theorem 1 finds the key step to be that the arithmetic mean of is bounded from below by its harmonic mean, a fixed quantity.
Finally, for the capacity-maximization problem it is the users powers that are fixed, which implies that the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues of is also given (cf. the "Joint" column of Table I ). The objective function can be expressed in terms of the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of , and this is to be maximized over sequences of a prescribed processing gain. Here, the key majorization step is between the eigenvalues and diagonal values (denoted by in the table) of , and the inequality is between the geometric and arithmetic means.
Though not as useful or interesting, there are complement problems associated with those identified in Table I . These make use of the mean inequalities in the opposite directions. For example, as shown in the "Linear" column of Table II , we can fix the users' powers and the processing gain, and then maximize the inverse of the users' average MSE. Majorization of diagonal elements by eigenvalues along with the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality solve the problem. The complement problem for the decision-feedback receiver is found in the "Dec. Feedback" column of Table II , but it is recognized that this problem is really the same as the capacity-maximization problem for the joint receiver given in Table I , by virtue of the fact that the SIR-maximizing decision-feedback receiver achieves capacity [22] . The "Joint" column of Table II fixes the sum capacity and then minimizes the power over and . This is trivially solved since the trace of equals the sum of the eigenvalues (i.e., a relationship that is included within ).
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The statement is obviously true for . We now suppose that it is true for and then show that this implies it is also true for . Partition the Cholesky factorization of as (see Footnote 2 for an explanation of the notation )
Consider now the submatrix , which we denote by . Its Cholesky decomposition is , by which we surmise that its Cholesky values are . Let be an ordering of these values. also has an associated spectral decomposition given by where, without loss of generality, it is assumed that . Now
where the first and last equations are a consequence of the determinant of a positive-definite matrix being equal to both the product of its eigenvalues and the product of its Cholesky values. Thus, we have that
Since is a bordered matrix relative to the submatrix , we know that their respective eigenvalues obey the interlacing property given by [18] . We conclude, therefore, that falls somewhere within The following algorithm finds the 's in accordance with the interleaving and majorization constraints in the lemma statement. The notation "for " indicates a loop in which the index is decremented in unit steps from down to . with equality for . We rearrange this constraint so that alone is on the left-hand side to get for each (35) and then bound the right-hand terms with the following relationships:
The first two of these relationships follow from the interlacing requirement, and the last is a result of , , having already been fixed. Thus, we have that the majorization constraint implies for each
For the case, this reduces to
In fact, it can be shown that this particular constraint is never less restrictive than any of the other requirements imposed in (39). To see that this is the case, note that it is true if and only if for each we have that But this is clearly the case since by majorization we know that . Thus, the interlacing and majorization constraints in Loop 1 are reducible to (33) and (40), with relationship between and sufficient to determine which of these constraints is dominant. When the first inequality dominates, the algorithm executes Assignment 1, and when the second inequality dominates, it is Assignment 2 that is implemented. To finish the analysis of Loop 1, we must verify that Assignment 2 satisfies the upper interlacing bound . But this clearly holds, since in the previous step of the for loop the algorithm executed Assignment 1, which is enough to guarantee that . Now, if we complete Loop 1 (i.e., ) without the algorithm terminating, then we have that , , , and we start Loop 2. In a manner similar to the analysis employed for the first loop, we find that distilling the interlacing and majorization constraints yields (41) with the first of these corresponding to Assignment 3 and the second to Assignment 4. If Assignment 4 is executed by the algorithm, then we know that , since at the previous step (i.e., ) we found that , so that the upper interlacing bound is met. If the algorithm has not yet terminated when , then for the final step we have that . As long as we know that the majorization requirement has been met. And this is obviously true since by majorization and by the decreasing ordering.
APPENDIX C AN ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING THE DESIRED CORRELATION MATRIX
As we describe the algorithm, we assume there are no oversized users since these users are mutually orthogonal to each other and to the nonoversized users. Thus, of the desired eigenvalues are equal to , while the remaining eigenvalues are unity. The algorithm begins with a diagonal matrix that has the desired eigenvalues. Two-dimensional orthonormal transformations are then applied successively such that after steps, the transformed matrix has of the desired Cholesky values, with the eigenvalues unchanged. After the th step, the matrix has both the desired Cholesky values and eigenvalues.
Algorithm 2
Initialize: Let and
Step 1: Let be the Cholesky value associated with the index of . That is, 
Note in
Step 3 that the orthonormal transformation of the permuted matrix from either Step 2b or Step 2c does not change the Cholesky values of indexes through , but as ranges from to , the Cholesky value of user varies continuously from to . In fact, the prescribed in (44) yields exactly the desired Cholesky value of user . To verify this algorithm, we need to guarantee that at least one of Steps 2a, 2b, or 2c can always be executed. This verification is the subject of the following lemma, which uses the majorization relationship for all .
Lemma 5: Suppose that the iterative rotation algorithm is used to generate a matrix whose eigenvalues are equal to either , which is greater than , or . Then, given that has been created, neither of the following is possible: a) and all of the first diagonal entries of are equal to unity; b) and all of the first diagonal entries of are equal to . Proof: To show the impossibility of the first case, let us suppose that the Cholesky values of are unity for indexes to (these are also the diagonal entries since for these indexes is diagonal) and, in order of index, for indexes to . Meanwhile, the eigenvalues of consist of that are unity and that are . Since the principle submatrix of that is formed by the first indexes is diagonal, with unity-valued diagonal entries, we have that (45) (46) (47) the second step being true since , while for all gives the final inequality. This is the desired contradiction for the first case. Now to prove the second case, we commence by supposing that the Cholesky values of are for indexes to and, in order of index, for indexes to . Note also that of the eigenvalues of are unity and the remaining take on the value . (Clearly, must hold if this is true.) Since the principal submatrix of that is formed by the first indexes is diagonal, with each diagonal element equal to , we find that So we are left to conclude that the second case is also impossible, meaning that at least one of Steps 2a, 2b, or 2c will always be executable and that the algorithm will succeed in creating the desired matrix.
